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What one can say about the plight of tri~ls ie 
mere and a little more of the same. There is little variety to 
the ,rocesses that have over the years peasantised them, proletar
ianlsed them, marginalised them, lumpenised them or merely kille4 
them. Which 'f these has happe.ed a little or much more than 
which other varie. with the region and the tribe, but that is 
about all the variation in the plaints. It remains a plaint eve. 
in the instances where they have been peasantised or proletarian
ised rather than lumpenised or killed, for their existenoe as 
peasaats or proletarians is of a much inferior kind than that 
which falls to the lot of less underprivileged communities. ~ut -
atleast in Andhra Pradesh - while the iDcorp~ration of tribes into 
the agrarian economy has been going on for a very long time, ana 
today most tribal cultivation is in technique not very differe.t 
fro. that of the nontriba1 peasantry,though it is at a signitie.-t. 
1y low-cost low-yield and low-technology level, very very few ot 
them have ent~red modern industry or mining as proletarians, thougb 
the coal mine belt of Amdhra. Pradesh riDS through a tribal regio., 
and there is quite a lot of coal-based and fores t -based industry 
and cement units close to the tribal habitat. But -needless to 
add - it is the tribals that have suffered the displacement 
coneequent upon the extension of mining and industry in the tribal 
areas. 

What exactly has Indian economy, politics and society 
done to - even as it claims to have done a lot for - triba1s? 

Perhaps a few stories will tell atleast certain aspects of the 
truth. 

I 

The most unfortunate of all tribes are those that 
were overtaken by Capital and its state while still at a food- ":" 
gathering stage. Tt is these communities that have got coaplete17 
marginalised and rendered either destitute or criminals. These 
that had learnt the practice of CUltivation before the onslaught 
.f Capital could at1east find a subordinate niche for themselves 
as a peasant community, though the co$mercial and industrial use~ 
.t forests - and hence their 'protectio.'- has interfered wita 
their right to continue cultivation in the forests. 
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The Chenchue of Nallamala hills and forests of the 
Krishna riTer basin are among the les s fortunate tribes depe.dent 
primeipally upon foodgathering (which includes huntin,). Know
ledge and practice of agriculture and animal husbandry have 
slowly perc'lated to them but not enough to describe them as 
a community of tribal peasants. Indeed, while almost all the 
Ohenchus liTe in small hamlets scattered deep inside the Nallamala 
hills and foreets)and are experts in making their habitat yield 
them a liTelifiood, yet unlike the Kondareddie of East Godavari 
aJld the. Samanthas of Vieakhapatnam they have indulged in Tery 
little of even shifting cultiTation on the Aill slopes. 

~ut this life of foodgatheriJlg in the most beautiful 
forests of Andhra Pradesh has beeD assaulted by one after the 
other of the institutions of Capital and its state, not excludinc 
wildlire preeervatio •• That a bountiful nature can be a curse to 
the people who reside there is a paradox of class society that is 
well attested to by the fate of tr'bals. First the'" Forest 
Department declares itself owner of all the forests - a piece of 
audacity no less startling if one looks at it the right way thaa 
the White people's claim that one of them discoTered A_erica 
(and they usually seem to mean that they actually inTented it, 
mueh as our Forest Department behaves as if it has personally 
grown the forests); it conserves the forests for commercial and 
industrial use supplemented lately by the exigencies of greening 
this once green ~arth which the very p~omoters of today's 
renewed greening rendered a naked brown; and it puts restricti •• s 
on what wood the tribals can gather to build themselves a hut or 
make such implements as they use, and on where they can graze .. 
their goats and cattle. The possibility of clearing a patch of 
forest and learning to plough it and grow crops, a process taat I 

the ancestors of every Olle of us, eTery single one of us incl*di.C 
such brahmins as claim the ancestry of the saptharshis, went 
through two hundred years ago, five hundred years ago, a thousan4 
years ago or three thousand years ago, and which we now'" de.y 
to those left behind because in the meanwhile our consumption 
needs haTe grown to deTastating proportions, is thus completely 
ruled out to them. 

ind then comes . the corollary to the state's ... 
proprl.tory right which declares that since the foretts are 
the state's property, the gatherers of forest produce are by 
order prohibited from certain kinds of food gathering (such as 
Ihunting) and equally by order are required to sell what the 
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pr.,rietor classifies as minor forest produce to the proprietor 
himself at a price decided by him, a pi pce of gross violation of 
Manmohan Singh's economics which is however still applicable to 
the tribals years after the Hindujas and Wadias~ have been liberated 
from it. Am~ with every rule, every r~striction, there come offioers 
and chowkidars to implement them, and with them come¢ corruption 
and harrassment. A ~ large part of tribal poultry and brewery has gone 
to servicing the government of India's proprietory right over tribal 
habitat. 

~aving thus enclosed trlbals in restrictive injunctions 
and the rapacity of its corrupt guardians, the state indulges in 
what can fairly be called the pretence of tribal welfare. Havin, 
restrained severely the tribals' access to the livelihood available 
in their natural surroundings, and having restrained all pGssibility 
of their seeking improvement of their material conditions on their 
own in their own surroundings, the state gives them free schools to 
send their children to, partially free houses to live in, free 
training in making baskets or other marketable products, free seeds 
for those who already have land to grow new and marketable varieties 
of crops, and so on. Quite apart from the fact that the schools 
boast of fine buildings but very little schooling; that the houses 
mayor may not .... survive the first monsoon downpour; that there 
mayor may not be a market fo~ the baskets they make and the new crops 
they grow unless they sell them to the state's own agencies at the 
price dictated by the buyer - quite apart from all such consideratioDs, 
such 'tribal dp-velopment' 'can be a good supnlement to guaranteed 
livelihood, but to project it as an alternative to the livelihood 
source the tribals have been robbed of is just deceit. 

And to top it all the chenchus of Nallamala have had 
their habitat declared a tiger reserve, the Nagarjunasagar-SrisAilam 
tiger reserve, one of the higger in the country. While there is some 
controversy whether tigers have at all been conserved in the reserve, 
with various experts questioning the claim of increase in tiger 
population based on a population estimate extrapolated from a census 
of sampled pug marks, there is not answer to the question the Chenchus 
and other nontribal peasants of the forest ask: 'If you love tigers 
so much why don't you shift all of them to Hyderabad and declare that 
city a tiger reserve?'. Their problem is not that they want the t~gers 
to become extinct. They do not exactly love tigers (for they see 
them free, and nobody lOves a tiger unlocked, not even Maneka Gandhi), 
but thay have in the past lived with them. Indeed they have also diet 
with them, for they have killed tigers whenever dire necessity has 
arisen just as the tigers have killed them whenever they have ~ inter
fered with the tigers' cattle-poaching. But their problem is that 



they have to pay for tiger conservancy while noboqy ... pays for 
tribal conservancy. As an educated Chenchu tthe only doctor in 
the entire community) said, there is forest conservancy and wild 
life conservancy but no tribal conservancy. The tiger reSe.rTe has 
mean~ official restrictions on ~ movement inside the forests, 
and while the restrictions do not apply to the Chenchus whto live 
inside the res erve, they apply to everybody else and therefore %KKSi 
restrict income-generating activity like tree-fell i ng at t he 
behest of licensed contractors (as well as unlicensed tree fellin, 
on smugglers' behalf in which the Chenchus indulge off and on) 
•• ~xt"XK.%%IE. The real or possible growth of tx tiger population 
has also "meant that the chenchus have to be much more careful now 
r.x~±K~ while going into the forest to graze goats or cattle -
if they have any - .. ~ or pick minor forest produce or hunt small 
prey, which are their principle source.' of livelihood. 

This is by way of a prologue • . 

The Chenchus of nine forest pent as of Kollapur 
taluk in Mahbubnagar district received a peremptory order this 
JaIuary.(A penta is what the Chenchus call their hamlets. The 
word means dung or animal shit in Telugu. It is unlikely that 
the Chenchus - though nobody seems to have asked them as yet -
agree witb the self-adulatory opinion of the Telugu people that 
ours is the sweptest tongue 'n Earth). /The order said that they 
must leave the forest and come down to the plains and settle down 
~ near the village of Malachintalapalli. Nobody among the Chenahu8 
nor even any of the more knowledgeable people of Malachintalapalli 
knew why. Some thought it was part of the programme of shifting 
all the Chenchus out of the tiger ....... reserve 'for their own 
good' as had been attempted in the pentas of Kurnool and Prakasaa 
districts on the other side of the Wallamala forests across the 
Krishna river. On the other hand the revenue officials who gave 
and got the order implemented said 'it was only to serve the 
Chen9hus better'. Being in the thick forests, the revenue and 
tribal welfare offiqials foub! it difficult to reach the Chenchu8 
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in thpir pentas to implement the varied schemes they had designed : 
for the good of ~he down-trodden tribes. The roads were not ~ i 
jeepable and even if they were the officials were afraid of the 
t'gers and the naxalites that separately roam the forests. this 
could have been a not very unplausible explanation, but the 
officials were so .... shifty-eyed about it that a third 
explanation Boon gained currency: that it was the police who 
had desired the displacement, for they suspected the chenchus 
of sheltering the naxalite squads inside the forests. The speed 
with w.ich the displacement was effected convinced everyone that 
the last was the right explanation. For a mere revenue or tribal 



welfare department's order would never have got implemented that 
fast. 

The Chenchus were-not very unhappy to leave the 
forest for life there was not exactly a paradise, and moreover 
they were promised a house and some arable land per family at 
Malachintalapalli. In any case they had no option, and they went, 
about 200 families from the nine pentas. Their first disappointment 
came with the houses p~mised. They were only shown house plots 
and that too on marshy land. When they refused to accept those 
plots they were given plots on better land but without title 
deeds. No houses were built for them and they were asked to build on 
their own. Living in the open without even trees for shade they 
started building - and are still building '- huts for themselwes 
with borrowed, bought, scavenged or stolen material. By summer they 
had managed to build ~bout 60 huts and were living three families 
per hut. The nest disappointment in store was ~he promise of arabI. I 

land. Not a single acre was given to them. Indeed the only they 
got from the government that forcibly displaced them was 25 kgs ot 
.. rice to live on while they built themselves a hut and found 
eome means of livelihood. What the chenchus did was to go back to 
the forest each day to continue their old vocation - collecting 
gum and selling it to the "government's tribal cooperative corpn. 
An adult can at best manage to collect half a kg of gum a day, but 
wit~ the additional burden of having to walk 20 kms back and forth 
from their new residence, they .... a •• are able to collect only halt 
as much. 

Summer soon came, and with it came ~str~.Kt%±tt •• x. 
gastro-entritis, a major killer of . poor people in this state. 
Lack of assured drinking water forces them to search out and driBk" 
unpotable water, and the fatal infection results. Ae the Chenchus 
were new in Malachintalapalli>and as Malachintalapalli is in one 
of the most drought-prone taluks of one of the most drought-proBe 
districts of not only Andhra Pradp.sh but the entire country, their 
problem was much worse. Three middle aged men and one 8 year old 
girl died in quick succession, which is when their forcible dis
placement and subsequent plight beoame publio knowledge. An over
enthusiastic pressman reported th~ deaths as starvation deaths and 
the local officials retorted that they were only gastro-entritis 
deaths, a variety of death that the government of India does not 
as yet fepl alarmed to ac~owledge ; and bit by bit the government's 
culpability in robbing the tribals or their livelihood became 
public knowledge. 

II 

Prom the Nallamala forests and hills straddling the 
Krlehna river we move to the forets of the Godavari basin in 



Adilabad district. The Gonds, the principal tribe of adilabad, 
are not as helnle ss as the Che~chus of Nallamala. They are 
capable cultivators, and the old Gond kingdom headquartered at 
Aheri in neighbouring ~aharashtra was more of a genuine kingdom 
that the territories ruled by Chenchu chieftains in t he inaccassib
Ie hills of ~allamala. 

The forest of- the Godavari basin, being a predomlnan
~ly teak forest, has been subjected to more systematic exploitation, 
for commercial uses than Nallamala whose most high profile product 
is bamboo for the paper industry. Acres and acres of the forest 
consists of teak plantations maintained by the iorest Development 
Oorporation. ~he coal mines running along ·the banks of the 
Godavari too have intruded substantially into the forests, all the 
way from Adilabadthrough Karimnagar and Warangal districts to 
Khammam district. And yet the more than 1 lakh workforce of the . 
Slngareni Collieries Company that runs the mines contains very 
very few tribals. While the problem caused to tribals by forest 
reservation is evident, there is no systematic study 'of what the 
opening up and development of the Singareni coal mines has done 
to the tribals of Adilabal. 
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.But there are more recent and more localosed examples. 
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The coal belt of Adilabad and Karimnagar also contains limestone ~ . 
and other minerals suitable for cement production. There are a few ! 
cement factories close to the coal mines. One such factory 1s 
Orient Cement Camez% Company at Devapur, owned by one of the 
many Birlas. The story of the company is typical of its genus. 
It occupies 4000 acres of land at Devapur, right at the edge 
where the coal mines give way to the still extant forest. Indeed, 
a few kms west of the cement company the forest is dense and 
hilly. what has happened to the tribals of Devapur wh' owned 
and cultivated part of the 4000 acres is that the few who had 
title for their land got some nominal compensation under the 
Land Acquisition Act,nominal because the logic of land acquisition 
legislation and litigation is tailored to situations where 
there is a recognisable market in land and land is truly a 
commodity - not for unirrigated tribal land in an area where 
legislation baning alienation of tribal land renders the 
formation of a market for even irrigated land impossible. Those 
who did not have title to their land got nothing, otcourse. 
Nor did any of them get .~ ... a%~ jobs in the company. The 
only wo:bk the company gives the tribals is that of casual labour, /' 
and that too not as a principle of compensation but in compet1t10.; 
with local nontribal labour. 
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The damage the cement factory has done goes well beyond 
this. Cement is a highly pollutin~ industry. The fine white dust 
it spews from its chimneys not only causes bronchial problems to 
neighboUBing people, a problem which is present even in urban areas 
with cement factories close by, but in rural surroundings the cement 
dust devastates the crops. It spreads a white coat on the green J 
leaves each time the wind blows that way and when this happens day 
after day the crop outPut~s r educed sharply . 

The victims of Orient Cement ~ompany's polluting cement 
dust are the Gond, Kolam and Nayakapu tribals of 17 hamlets sand
wiched between the factory and the forest. They speak of their fate 
in bemased tones. They saw the factory co~ up at Devapur and took 
care o~y to know that their lands w'uld not be ' taken over. They 
did not aspire for jobs in the factory nor did anyone imagine they 
would get jobs. A few of them throng the gates~n~e in a while 
hoping for a day's work as a ~asual labourer, but that is about all • 

..,.Jc0tv\... 

They were content to 1 1 the fac~ory comt .. up and tend their 
fields as ever. Just as their forefathers had watched the coal 
mines being opened up farther to the east and tended their fields. 
To the west was the forest, but with a host of regulations and 
restrictions the forest too was no longer a8 aocessible to them a s 
it had once been. About four years ago, in Maddimada, one of these 
17 hamlets, forwst officials had raided and demolished houses 
allegedly built with timber stolen by the tribals from the 1aXw. 
forest, and when the tribals rebelled the police opened fire and 
killed one tribal. But between the cement factory to the east 
(built on land that had once been covered by forests accessible to 
them) and the forests to the west ( which liieno longer as 
accessible as they once were) the tribals of these 17 hamlets 
had land, and that they thought was securely theirs. But then the 
cement dust came. 

It has destroyed their livelihood almost completely . 
Their crops such as jowar, maize, red gram and green gram yield 
less t~an half of what they normally do.In some hamlets 
lo¢ated in the path of the wind during the kharif season , which i s 
ofcourse the only s ea~on . here , the cement preeipitation has been ... 1 

'd,~ 
much higher and the ,,'7.9 have gone down to 25 per cent of normal. 

tt is not as if the Orient cement Company does not haTe 
an ~SP to precipitate the cement dust and prevent it from .x 
escaping into the surroundings. But, firstly, it appears the 
mechanism fails frequently, almost every day ,and secondly the 
management keeps it on only d~ring the day. It is switched off 
at night because nobody is watching. ~erbody then watches the 
early morning sight of a thin cloth of cement covering the fields 
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The tribals continue to cultivate the fields 
because, as th ey put it ' even if it does not yield grain for 
us to eat, it will be good for'cattle-fodder'. ~hey, like most 
tribals, must be wishin~ they were born in some manforsaken 
semi-arid region where atleast they would have escaped this 
intense assault on their lives by Capital and its state. 

III 

Rachakonda is a village of Nalgonda district, 
difficult of acces9 but quite close to Hyderabad. It is as if 
lodged in a bed of bare hillocks and barren land. Nobody had 
thought this rocky tract capable of yielding a livelihood until 
some lambadas, a com~unity that -is simultaneously nomadic, 
pastoral and peasant, recognised as a scheduled tribe in this 
state for the last de~ade, and without doubt ~he most hardy and 
tough of Andhra's tribes, settled in and around the rocky tract 
in 31 hamlets. They dug wells wherever possible, borrowed money 
aftd got pumpsets installed, and made the periphery of the tract 
very fertile. The trouble with the bare boulder like -hillocks 
that abound in Telangana is that heavy rain cascades down the 
sides and can damage the soil and crops around unless the stream
~ ing water Is suitably chanelled. But they have the advantage 
that lighter rain sli~es down more gently and sinks into the 
ground around the hillocks. The land around the hillocks usually 
ha~' the best ground water table, a fact that the lambadas took 
advantage of to render the waste land fertile,' 7 , to the 
point that an acre of th~t land now fetches about 50 to 60 
thousand rupees. 

There is the snag that the lambadas do not have -
ti~le deeds for the land, but they did not allow that to bother 
them. It meant they would have to do without bank loans and other 
government assistance, but the lambadas are an extremely indus
trious and enterprising lot. They can and do manage without 
institutional aid. 

This little paradise was invaded by the Indian Army 
one day last year. That morning the lambadas saw a man in ~ 
Army clothing doing what they recognised as some kind of a survey 
of their rock-studded habitat. He would peer through some instrum
ent, shift position and peer through it again, and finally he ,left 
after placing an ominous looking stone in their land.,. Later a 
jeep load of such creatures came and repeated the operation on a 
vaster scale. And then the lambadas learnt that the army was 
planning to take over the Rachakonda rocks for a 1. • field 
firing range. It was only 80 kms from Ryderabad where there is 



an Army contonment, and it was barren rock-strewn land. The fact 
that lambada hamlets existed in a~d around the proposed firing 
range was a matter of no consequence. The lndian Army is the 
defender of the nations Unity and Integrity whereas the lambadas 
only grow food. They could be evicted, and told to se pk compensation 
under the Land Acquisition Act. In truth it is difficult for them 
to claim compensation because most of them have no title deeds for 
t;e land. And even if, as a matter of the state's munificence, they 
do get some nominal compensation, where do they find such land a8 
they haTe practically created with their own toil? 

That is how tribal8 are living, not living, dying, 
dead. Such and even more pathetic tales can be told without end. 
Some of them suffer frequent physical violence from nontribal 
savarna communities. It is the plains tribes and those of the 
forest tribes that are caught in the plains that are most vulnerable ; 

~ 

in this regard. vizianagaram, a north-coastal district, of which theU 
lpgendary old naxalite stronghold parvatipuram is part, has... • 
witnessed umpteen such assaults where tribals living in ' the plains , 

• I have been attacked by the savarna communities, dri.en out of 
their homes, and their lands grabbed. ~n terms of a tta cks f r om the 
police it is the ,forest tribes that are most vulnerable for they 
are suspected - not baselessly - or harbouring naxalites. Since 
they are also accused - truly - of being in the ill egal enjoyment 
of about 4 to 5 lakh acres of forest land with the armed support 
of the naxalites, the suspicion that they have naxalite s~pathies 
should occasion~ little surprise. 

Andhra Pradesh has a notion of a 'scheduled area' 
where tribals are supposed to be principally concentrated and 
where they are supposed t~ get special protection from the state. 
The protection c&nsists of legislation banning transfer of trihal 
land to nontribals in scheduled areas as well as special develop
ment and welfare schemes in education, housing, agriculture, 
horticulture, crafts, etc. ~ut the gr ound reality - driven by 
age old incursions of nontribal agriculture and trade and more 
recent assault of Capital and its state - has gone so awry that 
while 60% of the state's ~ribals are living outside the scheduled 
area, even i. such a once-upon-a-time densely tribal tract as 
Bhadrachalam division, only 100000 of the 220000 population is 
tribal according to the 1991 census. And though no land transfer 
to nontribals in permitted in the scheduled areas and there are 
special courts for handing back the land illegally transferred, 
55~ of the a%amXK cultivated land in the state's sched*led areas 
Aft ~n'a b,r nontribals, t o whi ch must be added the land illegally 
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today there is talk of watering ,down or doing away with even 
notional special protection in the matter of proh~biting land 
transfers, in keeping with the ruling laissez-faire philosophy. 
The idea haa always existed as an undercurrent of official policy 

- and frequently expressed by incautious officials - that the 
forests have a t higher purpose to serve than provide livelihood to 
tribals and that the tribals should be weaned away from dependence 
upon the forpsts and brought into the mainstram (of unemployed 
Indian dpstitutes) through schools, vocational institutes and the 
even simpler process of outmigration to the slums of India. The 
climate where this could be openly acknowl~dged was absent until 
recently but with current changes in economic policy perceptions 
it will be perhaps articulated openly and ther efore implemented 
more ruthlessly. 

What, thea, would one be writing about tribals 
five years hence? 


